
Basic Operating Functions

Product Structure

Instructions for use

Wave Control Sensor

Lithium battery
( Red light on when charging, off when fully charged ) 

USB Type-C

Power Indicator
( Power on light on, off light off )

Main Switch

Wireless Charging Indicator

旋转悬浮台灯英文，打开210*140mm，折好70*140mm    正面

Desk lamp function:
Plug in the USB Type-C cable and turn on the power, the Li-ion battery 
charging indicator will light and the product will enter the charging state. 
When the battery is fully charged, the lithium battery charging indicator 
turns off. The base button is the lamp power switch, used to turn the 
lamp power on and off. Briefly press the button to turn on the power, 
the left power indicator light will turn on the power, briefly press the button 
again to turn off the power, the left power indicator light will turn off the 
power.
After the whole machine power on, the left side of the power indicator 
light is always on, the lamp light a variety of working modes and rotary 
control are by the palm of the hand swung over the top of the lamp (palm 
of the hand swung over the top of the lamp about the distance of 5cm) 
control:

A. Light control (palm wave over the top of the lamp for about 1 second)
1. Wave your palm across the top of the lamp and the white light comes on.
2. Swing over the white light switch again and the colored lights begin 
    to automatically cycle through the color changes.
3. Swing back and forth again left and right or right and left to stop the 
    automatic cyclic color change at the current color fixation.
4. Swing back and forth again left and right or right and left, fixing the 
    red color.
5. Swing back and forth left and right or right and left again, fixing the 
    green color.

6. Swing back and forth again left and right or right and left, fixing the 

    blue color.

7. Swing back and forth across left and right or right and left again to 

    continue the automatic cycle of color change.

Note : In any of the colored light modes above. Wave again. The light 

          will turn off.

B. Rotary control (when plugging in the charging cable in the 

    connection condition, the desk lamp will automatically turn 

    off the rotary function)

Under the condition that the charger cable is not connected:

Swing your palm over the top of the lamp (hold your palm over the top of the

lamp for about 2 seconds), and the lamp will turn on automatic rotation. Wave

your palm over the top of the lamp again (hold your palm over the top of the

lamp for about 2 seconds), the lamp will stop rotating.

Wireless charging capability:

The USB Type-C cable and power adapter are connected to the 

product and powered on after the wireless charging indicator on the 

right side of the base button shows the information:

Green light always on --- wireless charger working power on

Blue Breathing Light --- Wireless charger is charging normally 

(charging icon on the phone shows charging in progress)

The green light is on again --- the battery is fully charged and the 

charging process is finished.

Blue light flashing --- FOD on detection alarm, wireless charging

 transmitter position has metal foreign objects

Note: The built-in battery does not output discharge to the wireless 

         charging function.

1. The power will automatically turn off if there is no light and the rotation 

    is stopped for 5 minutes.If you want to continue using the lamp, you 

    should press the main switch button again to turn on the lamp.

2. When using this product, please use the output voltage DC 5V/3A, 

    9V/2A or 12V/1.5A adapter.

3. When using the actual power less than 15W (current 3A) power 

    adapter and type-C charging cable for emergency use, there is a 

    possibility of anomalies (the product may have insufficient power 

    supply, resulting in performance or parameters may show instability). 

    This is not a product failure and is a result of improper use.

4. When using wireless charging, to achieve the best results and higher 

    charging efficiency, please note that the wireless receiving position 

    of the mobile phone should be moved as far as possible to overlap 

    with the wireless charging transmitting position of the product.

Caveat Specifications

Product Characteristics

1. When the charger cable is plugged in under the connection condition, 

    the lamp will automatically turn off the rotation function.

2. The built-in battery will not discharge to the wireless charging function 

    without the charging cable connected.

3. Do not place metal objects between the wireless charging area and 

    the charging mobile phone.

4. This product may light or extinguish under strong electromagnetic 

    wave interference.

5. The light source of this lamp is irreplaceable; when the light source 

    reaches the end of its life, the entire lamp should be replaced.

6. When using, please make sure that the voltage of the charged device 

    is compatible with this product.

7. When using, charging or storing this product, if there is abnormal odor, 

    high temperature (the temperature is slightly higher in normal use, 

    but should not be hot), color or shape change and other abnormal 

    phenomena, you should stop using it immediately and contact the 

    dealer.

8. When using this product to charge mobile phones and digital devices, 

    please make sure that the charging status is displayed on the charger 

    to ensure that the product has been working properly.

9. Users do not properly use or improperly place the product or material 

    self-consumption may lead to shortened life or damage to the product, 

    and therefore the responsibility brought about by the warranty does 

    not belong to the responsibility, please understand!

10. Please make sure that the optional models and mobile phones have 

      wireless charging function.

11. Please use the AC adapter according to the specified power, if the 

      power is low, it may cause instability or abnormal phenomena.

12. Mobile phone product upgrades and rapid iteration, please pay 

      attention to our synchronization of new products.

反面

1. Wireless output power 5W, 7.5W, 10W, 15W intelligent detection

2. Safe charging, compatible with mainstream models

3. Built-in battery can be carried outside, rich use of the scene

4. Intelligent foreign object detection, safe and secure

5. Intelligent current adjustment, trickle overcharge protection

6. LED night light, high efficiency and energy saving.

7. Hand wave control, no need to touch the switch elegantly.

8. Rich lighting effect, built-in multiple lighting modes

9. Unique design, fashionable and beautiful

Maintenance

Warranty

1. Do not put the product in water, fire, too high temperature (>45℃) 
    and too low temperature (<-10 ) environment, do not give children 
    to play, especially do not let children touch the accessories.
2. Do not disassemble or modify the product to avoid damaging the 
    product's protective device, causing the wires to heat up, catch fire 
    or explode.
3. Do not drop, hit or rub the product violently, which may cause the 
    product to be dented, perforated, cracked, deformed, corroded and 
    other abnormal phenomena, please stop using it immediately.
4. Please use a dry soft cloth to clean the surface, do not use chemicals, 
    soap or detergent to clean.
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Sincerely thank you for purchasing and using our products !
This product is strictly in accordance with national regulations to 
implement the three packages, the specific contents are as follows
1. Only for the company's sales of products, not affixed to the company's 
    logo of the product is not admissible;
2. Unpacked products must be packed, complete accessories;
3 not included in the warranty:
a. Non-product quality problems, due to human damage, such as: 
    product shell damage, wear and tear, cracked, broken, broken skin, 
    cracked, deformed, into the liquid;
b. Non-company repairs caused by unauthorized disassembly damage;
c. The product exceeds the warranty period;
d. The content of the three packages on the certificate and the physical 
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identification of goods does not match or altered;
e. No three bags of evidence or a valid invoice;
f. Damage caused by other force majeure factors.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two 
conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any 
interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could 
void the user's authority to operate the equipment.
NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital 
device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable 
protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses 
and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the 
instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no 
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation.If this equipment does cause 
harmful interference to radio or elevision reception,
which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct 

 the interference by one or more of the following measures:
-- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
-- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
-- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different
from that to which the receiver is connected.
-- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
FCCRadiationExposureStatement
The equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment.
 During the operation of device a distance of 15 cm surrounding the device and 20 cm above the top 
surface of the device must be respected.
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Input

Wireless charging 
output power

Wireless internal 
conversion efficiency

Wireless charging 
protocol

Product Size

Color temperature

Product net weight 290g

Operating ambient 
temperature -10℃~55℃

Luminous flux 300LM

Natural light:3800-3900K

Color rendering 
index

Switch

LED

Interface

Material

Execution standard

Hand-waving Control

22 pcs

USB Type-C

ABS plastic

GB7000.204-2008/ GB7000.1-2015

>80

3W
5V/3A , 9V/2A  , 12/1.5A

5W, 7.5W, 10W, 15W Intelligent Detection

> 75%

PD and QC protocols

The Roof: 90*90*15mm ±2mm 
The Base: 126*126*35mm ±2mm
Height: 217mm ±2mm

Packing size 145*145*230 mm

PASS

FAQ & Warnings

FAQ Reasons

Wireless 
charging lamp 
can't be used

1. The parameters of the power supply or charging 
    cable used do not match or are damaged. 
2. Poor contact between the plugs in the power 
    supply section.
3. Other reasons

Digital devices 
cannot be 
charged by 
the wireless 
charging lamp

1. Refer to the inability to supply power for this product 
    checking
2. Wireless charging transmitter area has metal foreign 
    objects, check the alarm blue light
3. Confirm whether the cell phone has wireless charging 
    function.                       
4. Confirm that the wireless charging receiver position 
    of the cell phone and the product wireless charging 
    transmitter position is affixed                                         
5. Product production date (factory compatible with 
    existing mainstream models)

Unable to use 
hand-waving 
controls

1. Check with reference to the inability to supply 
    power to the product
2. The main power switch is not turned on
3. There is something covering the sensor above 
    the place where the lamp is placed.
4. The hand is not completely removed from the 
    sensor when waving the hand to control it.
5. Other reasons
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